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THE CORRELATION BETWEEN LEARNTNG STYLE AND LISTENING
ACHIEVEMENT OF ENGLISH EDUCATION STUDY PROGRAM STUDENTS OF
SRIWIJAYA UNIVERSITY
A recturer at the Engrish 
"r*'iltl"ffii'li"X,tlt,f*l[ifiiililogram, Sriwijaya University
Abstract: The objective of this study is to find out whether or not there is a significant correlation
between leaming style and listening achievement of English Education Study program Students of
Sriwijaya University. The population of this study was the first semester, the ihird slemester, the fifth
semester, and the seventh semester students of English Education Study Program of Sriwijaya
University in academic year 200912010. However, only the third and the fifth semister students were
taken as the sample by using convenience sampling. A descriptive method was used in this study.
Specifically, this study was a correlational study. The data were obtained by means of questionnaire
and TOEFL listening test. The questionnaire showed that visual learning style was the most
preferred leaming style, followed by auditory leaming style and kineitheiic leaming style
respectively. Meanwhile, the TOEFL listening test showed that most students were in Fair category
(grade C). The data obtained were analyzed by using Chi-Square analysis. From the data analysis, it
was found that there was no correlation between leaming style and listening achievement of dnglish
Education Study Program Students of Sriwijaya University since the Chi-square obtained (11.106)
was smaller than the table value (15.507) at the significance level 0.05 and degrees of freedom of 8.
Keywords: Leaming style, listening achievement
INTRODUCTION
his study focuses on the importance ofJistening skill to the students of English Education
Study Program of Sriwijaya University. It is very important for them to have good listening
skill because their classes are conducted in English. They may have difficulty to co-mprehend the
material if they have weak listening skill. Furthernore, they will be left behind if they do not get
the whole information that the lecturers give them. Having a good listening skill is also vJry
important for the students since it is the foundation for other language skills. ialongo (1990) says
that because listening precedes the other language arts, it is the foundation for rp"ikirg, reading,
and writing. Nunan (1998) cited in Sadighi & Zare (2006:l) believes that..listening is the basic
skill in language learning. Without listening skill, learners will never learn to communicate
effectively."
Because listening is very important for the English Education Study program students of
Sriwijaya University, they are supposed to master listening. That is why listenin! is taught since
they are in the first semester until the fourth semester. In each semester, they have one course
consisting of different credit hours. In the first semester, they have Intensive nnglish Course (IEC)
Listening which consists of four credits hours. Then, in the second semester, tliey have Listening
Comprehension I which consists of three credits hours. Next, in the third semester, they have
Listening Comprehension 2 which consists of three credits hours. And last, in the fourth semester,
they have Listening Comprehension 3 which consists of two credits hours. Although they have
studied listening for four semesters, they still have difficulty in it. It is reflected in their listening
scores' Some students still get low scores. The writers believe it is caused by their learning style.
Learning style is the way a person prefers to learn and process the inf,ormation. Some sfudents tend
to learn through reading, other students tend to learn through listening and the others tend to learn
through experiencing.
According to Hilliard (2001), learning styles are the characteristic
individual acquires, perceives, and processes information. Some people are
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processing information through listening to the explanation. And the others are best in processing
information through experiencing or touching, working, and movement- In addition, learning style,
different to approaches to learning, is a term used to describe the attitudes and behaviors, which
determine an individual's preferred way of learning. Most people are not aware of their learning
style preferences (Honey & Mumford, 1992). There are three kinds of learning style, visual
learning style, auditory learning style, and kinesthetic learning style. Visual students tend to leam
through seeing or reading, auditory students tend to learn through listening, and kinesthetic
students tend to learn through experiencing or touching, working, and movement. Learning style
has nothing to do with intelligence or skills. It has to do with the way a person's brain works to
learn and store information efficiently.
The writers believe that the way students absorb and process information affects their
listening skill. The students who prefer to absorb and process information through listening might
have a better listening skill than those who do not. It is because they are more accustomed to
listening activity. They can absorb and process information well.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The Concept of Listening
Howatt and Dakin (1974) cited in Saricoban (lggg) state that listening is the ability to
identiff and understand what others are saying. This involves understanding a speaker's accent or
pronunciation, his grammar and vocabulary and grasping his meaning. Lunsteen (1979) cited in
Jalongo (1990) defines listening as the process of by which spoken language is converted to
meaning in mind. In addition, Jalongo (1992) cited in Eka (2006) concludes that listening involves
three things: (1) hearing, (2) listening, afld (3) auding.
Kitao (1999:1) states that listening skill is an active process of receiving, interpreting and
responding the messages. Students of English call on different listening skills depending on
whether their goal is to understand information, analyze and evaluative messages, or show
sympathy for the feeling expressed by others in appreciating a performance.
Rost (1991:3-4) states that listening cap.be broken down into three skills: perception,
analysis and synthesis skills. These skills make up a person's listening ability and they are
presented on the following figure.
Listening
skill
Willis (1981) cited in Yagang (1999) states that listening consists of some micro skills: (a)
predicting what people are going to talk about, (b) guessing at unknown words or phrases without
Synthesis skill
- Connecting linguistic cues and
other cues
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panicking, (c) using one's knowledge of the subject to help one understand, (d) identifying relevant
points and rejecting irrelevant information, (e) retaining relevant points (note taking, summarizing),
(f) recognizing discourse makers e.g. now, /inally etc, (g) recognizing cohesivelevices such as
vhich, who etc, (h) understanding different intonation patterns and uses of stress, which give clues
to meaning and social setting, and (i) understanding inferred information.
Factors Affecting Listening Skill
There are eight factors that affect student's listening skill (Smith,2002): (1) problems in
hearing sounds or phonemes of English, (2) problems in stress and intonation, (3) attempts to
understand everything, (4) inability to predict what will be said, (5) colloquial language and fast
speech, (6) the pace of listening that can cause fatigue, (7) different accents, and (8) receptive
system that help them to understand contextual and environmental clues.
The Concept of Listening Achievement
According to Homby (1998:10), achievement is something achieved, something done
successfully with effort and skill. Arikunto (1994) states that achievement is an ability or vivid
capability which has been owned by individual after going through a certain experience or when it
is applied by individual in certain condition. In this study, students' listening achievements are
identified by using TOEFL listening test.
The Concept of Learning Style
Learning style is the way a person prefers to learn. Sometimes, this person enjoys with her
or his way in learning. She or he feels comfortable in absorbing the information with her or his own
rvay- According to Hilliard (2001), learning styles are the characteristic ways in which an
individual acquires, perceives, and processes information. Learning style is the way in which each
leamer begins to concentrate on, process, absor$, and retain new and difficult information (Dunn
and Dunn, 1999).
Although the students have the combination of leaming styles, they usually have a
dominant learning style or their own preference style. Others usually find that they use different
styles in different circumstances. It does not matter if we sometimes use different sryles in different
circumstances. It is just the matter of preference of the way in learning oi absorbing the
information. Hilliard (2001) states that there are no right or wrong, or good or bad learning siyles,
just prefered styles.
The Types of Learning Style
There are three main types of leaming styles: visual, auditory and kinesthetic. Most
students learn best through a combination of the three types of learning styles, but everybody is
different. Other students may enjoy learning with their dominant learning style. Here are the types
of learning style according to Shepherd (1999) and Farewell (2000).
Visual Learning Style
In visual style, someone typically excels at using images, pictures, colors, video, diagram,
overhead transparencies, handouts, and maps to strucfure information and communicate with
others. They can easily visualize objects, plans, and outcomes in their mind's eye. They also have a
good spatial sense, which gives them a good sense of direction. They can easily find their way
around using maps, and rarely get lost. The whiteboard is a best friend for ihem. They love
drawing, scribbling, and doodling, especially with colors.
ISSN:2085-4021
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The students need to see the teacher's body language and facial expression to fully
understand the content of a lesson. They prefer sifiing at the front of the classroom to avoid
obstruction (e.g. people's head). They may think in pictures and learn best from visual displays.
During a lecfure or classroom discussion, visual learners often prefer to take detailed notes to
absorb the information.
Auditory Learning Style
If the students use auditory style, they like to work with sound and music. They have a
good sense of pitch and rhythm, and typically can sing, play a musical instrument, or identify the
sounds of different instruments. Certain music invokes strong emotion. They also notice the music
playing in the background movies, TV shows and other media. They often find themselves
Lumming or tapping a song, a theme, or jingle pops into their head without prompting. Beside that,
the auditory students will learn well in lecture settings, discussion, talking things through listening
to what others have to say. Auditory students interpret the underlying meanings of speech through
listening to tone of voice, pitch, speed, and other nuances. Written information may have little
meaning until it is heard. These students often benefit from reading text aloud using tape recorder.
Kinesthetic Learning Style
If the students prefer in physical, it is likely thatthey use theirbody and sense of touchto
leam and understand the world around them. It is preffy likely that they like sports and exercise,
and other physical activities such as gardening or woodworking.
They like to think out issues, ideas, and problems while the teachers are giving exercises.
They would rather go for a run or walk if something is bothering in them, rather than sitting at
home. These students are more sensitive to the physical world around them. They notice and
appreciate textures, for example in clothes or furniture. The also like "getting their hands dirty" or
making models, or working out jigsaws.
These learners typically use larger hand-gestures and other body language to communicate.
When they are learning a new skill or topic, they would prefer to 'Jump in" and play with the
physical parts as soon as possible rather than reading or looking at diagrams about how it works.
They learn best through a hands-on approach and may find it is hard to sit still for a long periods
and may become distracted by their need for activity and exploration. They want to get up and
move around.
METHODOLOGY
The method of the study was a descriptive one. Specifically, this study was a correlational
study. A correlational study is a scientific study in which a researcher investigates associations
between variables. The goal of correlation research is to find out whether one or more variables can
predict other variables. Arikunto (1998:251) states that the objective of the correlation research is
to find out whether or not relationship exists between the variables, to calculate the strength of the
relationship, and to determine the significance of relationship.
The population of this study were the first, the third, the fifth, and the seventh semester
students of English Education Study Program of Sriwijaya University in academic year 20A9D010.
The sample was taken by using convenience sampling. Since the first semester students were not
accustomed yet to dealing with TOEFL listening material and it was difficult to meet and gather the
seventh semester sfudents in a room because they were having teaching practice, there were only
the third and the fifth semester students available. That was why only the third and the fifth
semester students were taken as the sample. There were 79 students. However, only 66 students
took the test.
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To collect the data, two techniques were used. They were questionnaire and test. The
questionnaire was used to find out the students' learning style and the TOEFL listening test was
used to find out the students' listening achievement'
The questionnaire used was a ready-made questionnaire taken from the internet
(http://www.businessballs.com/vaklearningstylestest.html). It was written in English since the
sumpte of this study was the students of English Education Study Program. The questionnaire
.oniirt"d of 30 items. Each item had three choices (A, B, and c). Each choice described one
learning style. Choice A described visual learning style, choice B described auditory learning style,
and choice C described kinesthetic learning style. To identifl the students' learning style, the writer
counted choices answered by the studenti. If they mostly answered A, it meant they had visual
Learning Style. If they mostiy answered B, they had Auditory Learning Style- And if they mostly
answered C, they had Kinesthetic Learning Style.
For the test, TOEFL listening test material was applied. TOEFL test was used with a
consideration that it is an appropriate test to measure EFL students' English achievement'
According to Kiefer (2000), i'oeir is a standardized test in which the reliability and validity
information is extensive. The TOEFL material was taken from Barron's Practice Exercises for the
TOEFL written by Pamela J Sharpe. It consisted of 50 questions divided into three parts and in the
form of multiple choices' 
Table I The Indicator of Listening Scores
Catesory Listenins Score
Verv sood / A 86 - 100
Good / B 71-85
Fair / C s6-70
Poor / D 41-55
Fail / E <40
S ourc e : Sr iw ii ay a Univ er s ity Guideb oo k (2 0 0 5 )
Technique for AnalYzing the Data
In analyzing the data, the writer used i chi-square statistic. A chi-square can be used to
compare one frequency distribution with another frequency distribution (Reaves, 1992).
Meanwhile, a frequency distribution is a description of a variable measured on a nominal level,
which lists the number of observation that fall into each of the possible categories. Mueller (1992)
adds that chi-square is related to categorical variables. This analysis was used to find out whether
independent uuiiubl" (learning styles) related to dependent variable (listening achievement)-




Fo: the observed frequency in any cell
Fe : the expected frequency in any cell
X2 : computed value of chi square
FINDINGS
The questionnaire results showed that each student had the three learning styles (visual,
auditory, and kinesthetic), but they had only one style, which was the most dominant- In order to
know which style was the most dominant, the writers counted choices answered by the students. If
they mostly answered choice A, it meant that they had visual learning style, if they mostly
answered choice B, they had auditory learning style, and if they mostly answered C, they had
kinesthetic learning styie. From the three styles, visual was the most prefered, followed by
auditory and kinestheiic with total number 27(40.9%), 26(39.4%), and 13(19.7%), out of 66
students.
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The students' listening achievement refers to the students' listening TOEFL test scores. It
had 50 items which were divided into three parts and in the form of multiple choices. The highest
score of the test waS 100 and the lowest score was 0. Based on the test result, the students were
categorized into five categories (Very Good, Good, Fair, Poor, and Fail).
From the listening test results, it was found that the highest score was 86 and the lowest
score was 24. Most students' scores were in Fair category 30(45.5%), followed by Poor 25(37.9%),
Good 8(12.1%o),Fail2(3.0%), and Very Good 1(l .5Yo), out of 66 students.





Very Good rfi.5%\ 0(0%o) 0(0%) 1(l.5Yo\
Good 2G.0%\ s(7.6%) t(t5%) 8fi2.1%\
Fair t3(1e.7%) 12(18.2%) s(7.6%) 30(4s.s%)
Poor 1r(16.7%) e(t3.6%) s(7.6%) 2s(37.e%)
Fail 0(0%) 0(o%) 2(3.0%) 2(3.0%)
Total 27@0.90h1 26(39.4'/"1 13(19.70h1 66(100%)
The Chi-Square analysis
Chi-square analysis was used to find out the relationship between variables (students'
leaming style and their listening achievement). It was also used to test the null hypothesis of the
study, whether it was accepted or rejecled. If the value of table distribution of probabilities >
(greater than) the value of chi square analysis, the null hypothesis is accepted and the research
hypothesis is rejected. The obtained chi-square (x2) was 11.706 using 0.05 probability and degrees
of freedom of 8, while the value of distribution x2 was 15.507. The table value was > (greater than)
the value of chi-square analysis. Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted and the research
hypothesis was rejected.
Table 3 Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid Missins Total




66 100.0% 0 _0% 66 100.0%






Verv Good Count 1 0 0 I
Expected ,4 .4 _2 1.0
Good Count 2 5 I 8
Exoected J.J 3.2 1.6 8.0
Enoush Count 13 t2 5 30
Exoected t2.3 1 1.8 5.9 30.0
Less Count 1l 9 5 25
Expected 10.2 9.8 4.9 25.0
Fail Count 0 0 2 2
Exoected .8 .8 .4 2.0
Total Count 27 26 13 66
Expected 27.0 26.0 13.0 66.0
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Tabel 5 Chi-Square Tests
Value df Asvmo. Sis. (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 11.706(a) 8 165
Likelihood Ratio r0.349 8 .241
Linear-by-Linear Association 1.124 I .289
N of Valid Cases 66
a l0 cells (66.1%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .20.
Tabel 6 Symmetric Measures
Value Aoorox. Sis.
Nominal by Nominal Contingency
Coefficient
.388 165
N of Valid Cases 66
a Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
DISCUSSION
Having analyzed the results of the questionnaire and students' listening test, it was found
that the students' learning styles were not related to their listening achievement. The statistical
analysis showed that the table value (15.507) was greater than the obtained chi-square (11.706) at
the significance level 0.05 and degrees of freedom of 8. It meant that there was no correlation
between the variables.
The insignificant result probably occurred since learning style was not the only one factor
that affected the students' listening achievement. Some other factors have already been discussed in
the previous chapter. The experience time of learning could also be one of the factors affecting the
students' listening achievement. In other words, the longer the experience, the more knowledge
they got. As well, another factor that should not be neglected was the condition of the students
when joining the test.
The insignificant result not only occurred because learning style was not the only one
factor affecting the students listening achievement, but also since it was not the most dominant
factor affecting the students listening achievement. The writer assumed the difference experience
time of learning was the most dominant one. It can cause the students to have difference
experiences and knowledge. The difference knowledge, ofcourse, causes them to have difference
listening achievement. It is in line with Rost (1991:3-4) in which she includes synthesis skill
consisting of using background knowledge as one of the skills making up a person's listening
ability.
Considering the insignificant correlation between the students'
listening achievement, the lecturers and the students do not have to pay
affecting the students' listening achievement.
However, it should not be simply ignored. As already stated
characteristics of each learning style. Some of them can benefit students
If they can empower those characteristics, it will be helpful for them.
CONCLUSIONS
learning styles and their
much attention to them in
earlier, there were some
in facing listening course.
Three conclusions are drawn in this study. First, the results of the questionnaire showed
that visual learning style was the most preferred, followed by auditory learning style and
kinesthetic learning style respectively. Meanwhile, the results of the listening TOEFL test showed
that most students were in Fair (grade C) category.
Second, the higher semester the students were in, the higher listening achievement they
demonstrated. The mean score of the fifth semester students was higher than that of the third
semester. This all could be caused by the differences of experiences and knowledge. In other
ISSN:2085-4021 7
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+abrds* it is caused by the fact that the fifth semester students have learned more than the 
third
ffi:i"*.fr::i9:l:
Finally, there was no correlation between the learning styles of ttre !nsijft."i:::lr:
*study program students of Sriwijaya University and their.listentrg.,Tn],"]-:T.:11^Ilj.,i1o,l""fl::--..{ffi;.i0il;;;r"rd 
greater than the obtained chi-square (11.706) at the significance level 0'05 and't.. . 
'degrees of freedom of 8'
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THE ROLE OF SYLLABUS:
THE DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS OF tSO 900i:2008
Koryati
Jurusan Bahasa Inggris, Politeknik Negeri Sriwijaya
Abstract: Syllabus is the part ofcurriculum that have to be designed before the teacher conduct the
teaching and leaming activity. The syllabus desigrr will become the teacher's written syllabus and
document needed for the teacher to analyze the whole teaching and learning activity done for the
semester and become a consideration for the next syllabus design as the follow up and better
teaching and learning activity. For every education institution that has been preparing their
institution to demonstrate conformity with the requirements of ISO 9001:2008, for the purposes of
certification, contractual, or other reasons, is important to provide evidence of the effective
implementation of the quality of the management system. The example of evidence provided is a
complete document. Syllabus document is one of the evidence that have to be provided by the
education institution.
Kepvords : curriculum, syllabus, management quality system.
INTRODUCTION
ne of the important aspects of planning a language course is determining the aims and outputs
of the program. This is normally part ofthe process of curriculum development, i.e., the range
of planning and implementation processes involved in developing or renewing curriculum. These
processes consist of needs analysis, planning leaming outcomes, course organization, selecting and
preparing teaching materials, and evaluation.
Curriculum has two important sides, i.e.:-ihe curriculum as a document and the curriculum
as an implementation (Sanjaya,2008:151). The curriculum as a document refers to the written
curriculum, which becomes the model that should be followed by the people who develop the
curriculum including teachers. The curriculum as implementation refers to the reality of the
operational curriculum implementation in the field.
In a perfect planning and implementation cycle, once a department has defined its
objectives, all phases of the curriculum and each individual course would almost automatically
cover all the bases needed to provide each student the opportunity to learn the essential components
ofthose objectives.
The curriculum can be thought of as a body of knowledge codified by the academic
disciplines and translated into course syllabuses, textbooks, and demonstration materials
(Sergiovanni and Starratt, 2002:88). Every teacher follows a syllabus, but it may vary from being a
pre-designed document to a day-to-day choice of content that the teacher regards as servinf a
course's particular aims (Breen,2006:15l). In this case, it means that the syllabus unfold as lessons
progress. Sometimes, even though the syllabus has been designed, the implementation is not
necessarily the same with the design itself. Moreover, Lie (2007:1) stated that the education
policies, curricula and practices in the EFL classrooms do not always match consistently. In any
case, not every course needs to attempt to cover all the objectives for the major. It is also pointed
out by Posner (2004:4) that agreement on what students need to learn is not necessarily the same as
agreement on curriculum, and even the agreement is woefully incomplete.
Despite of the issue of the difference between the syllabus design and its implementation,
nevertheless, designing the syllabus is still needed and one of the important steps before the teacher
conducts the teaching and leaming activity. The syllabus design will become the teacher's written
syllabus and document needed for the teacher to analyze the whole teaching and learning activity
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done for the semester and become a consideration for 
the next syllabus design as the follow up and
better teaching and learning activity'
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rapid deveropment of science and technology brings 
many effects towards the life
aspects, one of thiese aspects is the changt oitht school 
functionis the educational institution' The
school is not just a.*una"a to give r.no*i"ag", uttt 
ut'o to. develop interest and trace' shape the
moral and personality, and to help studenl *ui.i skills which u.. ,."d.d 
to face the competition in
finding jobs. The n"* J"*unds which 
- 
u,.. U"a"ned to the school change the meaning of
curriculum. Cunicutu; is not consid"r"a u'-suqects 
at school anymore' but {sl considered as the
students, experience (Sanjaya, 2008:6). it i, opinion is accoriance 
with Parkay and Stanford
(lggg:347),as they ,ulo ,ria that curriculum plan refers to the 
experiences, both planned and
unplanned, that enhail" tr"Jro*"ti*"r.i*f"AJ1'nt-"autation 
and growth of students' But it has
different view with the concept that consideis curriculum 
u' u ptog'ui] or plan fo^r studying' that is
expresed by BSNP tiOOO,:), that cuniculum is a set 
of plans and oiganizations of aim' content' and
subject material ir"iriiri'it. *uy ,."d^u"1tr" i*pr.mentation guide 
of teaching and learning
activity in order to achievi a certain education goal' 
,
As the students, experience, 
pu.xuv uia Stanford (19983a1point out that there are four
curricula that all students are experienced with:
1) Explicit curiculum. It refers to what a school intends to teach 
the students' This curriculum is
made up of several componentsr trl,rr" i""1r, ui*r, and learning 
objectives the school has for
all students, (2) the actual cotlrses tfr" 
"*;f. up each student's course of study' and (3) the
specific knowledge, skills, and attitudes that teachers 
want students to acquire.
z) Hidden .rrrl"rtuir. It refers to the bJaviors, attitudes, and knowledge the 
culture of the school
unintentionally teaches students'
3) Null curriculum. we can consider it as the curriculum that we do not 
find in the schools'
4) Extracurricular/cocumicular Programs. It includes school-sponsored activities 
such as music'
drama, special interest clubs, sports' student 
government' etc
Accordingtothewriter,curriculumisn-otonlyaboutplanbutalsot:-,1|,"..ntationof
the plan. Therefbre, between cuniculum as a plan and 
curriculum as an experience cannot be
seperated.Sin"etf,erearemanydefferentviewsaboutcurriculum'sergiovanniandStarrat
IZbOZ:ta;, points out four ways of thinking 
about curriculum:
l) Curriculum-as-planned. In curriculu*1u.-p1unn"d, the curriculum can be 
thought of as a body
ofknowledgecodifiedbytheacademicdisciplinesandtranslatedintocoursesyllabuses,
texbooks, and demonstration materials'
Z) Curriculum-u.iurgt t. In Curriculum-as-taught, the teacher may have 
developed clever ways to
teach certain partsif ttre curriculum, other iarts they teach 
with less creativity and verve'
3) Curriculum-ur-i.u*.d. In curriculum-as-learned, some students find 
the material interesting'
whileothersfinditboringbuttolerableintheshortrun.Stillothershavenotlearnedthe
previous mat;l well enolgh to build bridges to the new material'
4) Curriculum-as-tested. In cuiriculu*-ur-,.ti"0, the students are then tested 
on what they have
learned and the tests cover orty ,"t."t"i;arts ofcuriculum thought 
to be representative ofthe
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The syllabus involves an understood agreement between the students 
and instructor a
what the students will be expected to learn, the processes utilized 1o hel.n the students 
learn'
equipment' 
- -f,^--L :-s^*^+r^- al.nrrr o ^^rrrce i
how the students will be evaluated. By reading the syllabus, the students know 
what to expect dl
where to concentrate their efforts to gain the riost from the course. 
This opinion is accordance wl
r^^^L:-- --{
Breen (2006:151) that defines a syllabus as a plan of what is to. be 
achieved through teaching a
learning. The syllabu; iJ;ffi"; *nut *itt b" worked upon by the teacher and students in terrns
conteniselected to be appropriate to overal aims'
Having more specific definition, Departemen Pend.idikan Nasional 
(Depdiknas'Nal1,
i^-+-'^+i
Educational Departmeni) (2003:23) defines that syllabus is the 
focus in arranging the instructit
design, conducting the iearning process and as the evaluation development' 
In order to make
'o^}rarc I;:iiffi;f;;"i$o,ono, -.,ih *o.. specific, since BSNP is as a guideline for teachers, tu
B,SNP (2006:i4) d#; it't t"t* svliabus as a lesso",pll' !:: 1:^y:."11.":-1,"*:::=
lesson(s)/therr" ir"tuJing the stand ard'ized of competency, basic competency, 
subject m
teaching and learning activity, indicator, scoring, time allocation, source/materiavst
A well-written syllabus provides you with important information about 
a course rncl
learning objectives, benefits to ihe student, contents to be cover:1',i-::IT:-iT:3.iJrii
i:H:l'#fi;;;;;r"gr"de. we can find many approaches applied in svllabus design, which 
pd
them more closely to"the reality of foreign language communication 
and consequently to m
, +L-^^ 
-rirealistic teaching/learning progiam*".. i""o.Oinglo Jureckov (1998:43), there 
are three
types of syllabuses, i.".,"ri*"L'al, tunctional-notlonal' ana nr,o;1^{1ri:."i3*:::11^t{
Xffiffi;'; ,r"."'fioo6:151), there are two main types of .yllubt"tt, i'e': task-based and proo
syllabus. According;;;t"h#on and W.a1er1 (tq.t-g:ss)'tn"t:,:T.,"'9ll t"f.*-:.Tll?:"::::'i
i;t.:"" ,fr.irJviit"utio"ur, functional/notional, skill, situational, tunctional/taskJ
discourse/skills, and skills and strategies syllabus. The definition of the 
syllabuses above are
below:
1) Structural syltabus.It represented a model of foreign lanBuaee teachtilft^:?:::T:'F^"11J
selected and graded according to grammatical notions of simplicity and 
complexity'
only on one aspect of language-formal grammar'
2) Functionat-notionii iti,rit' rhe cintEirt.of the lu"g:l,e" l:i:hli1,^11i-":.1flt::,,::
functions that are performed when language is used, or of the notions that 
language is used
gxpress. . 1r -^:-,- ^f -^^l .
3) Situationul syllabus. The content of language teaching is a collection of real or imagI ^o-+ini
situations in which Ianguage occurs or is uied. A situation usually involves 
several
who are engaged in some activity in a specific setting'
4) Skill-Based Syllabus. The content of the language teaching is a collection of specific
that may play a part in using language- Skills aie things that people must be 
able to do to
competent in a language, ,Ilutiu-ely independently of the situation or setting in which
language use can occur.
5) Procedural and task-based svllabus' The content of the "i"}]'q]::::*^:.f^"-:1'^':-l t , , arLcuw, ua qr., .l
purposeful tasks that the students want or need to perform with the language they 
are leamiry
6) boitent-nused-Syllabus. The primary purpose of instruction is to teach some content I
information using the language that the students are also learning.
According to Breen IiOOO: t S t;, any syllabus ideally should provide:
o A clear framework of knowledg" *a *puuilities selected to be appropriate to overall aims
o Continuity and a sense of direciion in classroom work for teacher and students
o A record for other teachers ofwhat has been covered in the course
o A basis for evaluating student's progress
o A basis for evaluatirri tt" app.op.iateness of the course in relation to overall aims and
needs identified both before and during the course
o Content appropriate to the broader language curriculum, the. particular 
class of learners' and
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To meet these requirements, syllabus designers including teachers who develop their own
syllabuses apply principles to the organization of the content which they intend the syllabus to
cover. Breen QAM:152) states that these principles can be expressed as questions as follows:
1) What knowledge and capabilities should be focused upon? A syllabus may give priority to
linguistic or broader communicative knowledge and focus upon one or all four skills (reading,
speaking, writing and listening) or, more broadly, problem-solving or negotiation.
V/hat should be selected as appropriate content? Given a linguistic focus which particular
structures and vocabulary should be covered or, given a communicative focus, which particular
uses oflanguage or types oftasks should be selected?
How should the content be subdivided so that it can be dealt with in manageable units? In other
words, what is selected as content may be broken down to contributory or constituent parts for
ease of teaching and learning in real time.
How should the content be sequenced along a path of development? A syllabus may adopt a
step-by-step progression from less to lore complex knowledge and capabilities, or it may be
cyclic where earlier knowledge and capabilities are revisited and refined at later points.
Syllabus Components
In the syllabus, the terms goal and aim are used interchangeably to refer to a description of
the general purposes of a syllabus and objective to refer to a more specific and concrete description
of purposes. As cited in Richards (2002:17), aims and objectives are used as the terms of the
syllabus outcomes.
o Aims
An aim refers to a statement of a general change that a program seeks to bring about in
learners. The purposes of aim statements are to provide a clear definition of the purposes of the
program, guidelines for teachers, learners, and materials writers, a focus for instruction, and to
describe important and realizable changes in learning.
In developing aim statements, it is important to describe more than simply the activities
that students will take part. For example: Students will learn how to write effective business letters
for use in the hotel and tourism industries-
o Objective
In order to give a more precise focus to program goals, aims are often accompanied by
statements of more specific purposes. These are known as objectives, they are also sometimes
referred to as instructional objectives or teaching objectives.
Syllabus Design
Syllabus design is concerned with the selection, sequencing and justification of the content
of the curriculum. In general, there are four main trends in current syllabus design (Breen,
2001:158): (1) Outcomes-based or Competency-based planning; (2) The organization of the
syllabus presented through tasks and subdivided and sequenced as tasks; (3) Shared decision-
making through negotiation between teacher and learners; (4) The recent identification of different
syllabuses which may serve a range of appropriate language-learning aims. This implies a
weakening of the distinctions between the types of syllabus that typified the end of the twentieth
century.
These trends suggest that plans for what is to be achieved through teaching and learning which
genuinely integrate form, function, task and process in different ways will multiply. In addition to
ongoing extensions and refinements to these four terms, one feafure of this evolution may be the
closer integration of syllabus design within the whole language curriculum (it aims, content,
methodology and evaluation) and within broader educational curriculums. This would locate design
of the syllabus within language pedagogy rather than it being identified as a separable undertaking.
The Function of the Syllabus
A well-designed syllabus performs many functions for the instructor and for the student: it
outlines course expectations, organizes information, sets the tone for class interactions, and guides
student learning. A carefully constructed syllabus helps prevent misunderstandings as to course
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goals and objectives, assessment and evaluation standards, 
grading policies' and student or
behavior.
According to Casella (2003:1) the. syllabus
and learning process; (2) as an organizational
[-."rr"r; (:j ut a contract to ensure that
iesponsibilities associated with the course
rso e001:20?ln" 
,nr"*ational organization {or 1a1d"i9li:tl::)^1',:^:?:'::*,fi:,*T
,utionut'ltYnllilrTl'Jt"s. The *oik of pr;"ri"g tnt".nutiotrul.Standards 
is normallv carried d
through ISo technicJ;;*;;"es' ISo qo-oi-**'i"111'^u.PJ1.1:i::'-::Hittee 
ISo/rc 176'
';;;;;;;;r;;;';; and quatity assurance, Subcommitree SC 2,Quatitv svstems-
ISO 9001:2008 Documentation Requirements
ISo 9001:200g clause 4.1 Gener)i-rrquir"*unfs requires an 
organization to "establit'
l*--^.,a at
functions: (1) as a road map to guide the
tool to help manage the teaching and
all parties are clear on the expectations
the first time, or in order
particular attention to
clause 5.4.1 of ISO 9001:2008'
the document control requiremenB
document,implement,andmaintainaqualitymanagementsystemandcontinuallyimprove
effectivenes, in u."oi*e with the requirements of this International Standard"
clause 4.2.1 General explains that the quality management 
system documentation shall include:
. document"o ,iut.rn.nts of a qouSty policy and quality objectives;
o a qualit] manual
. documented procedures required by this International Standard
. documents needed by the organlration to "rrrrrr" 
the effective planning, operation dl
b)
control ofits Processes, and
. records requiied by this International standard; -t^^.7^-a ^-^^i{i^altr
The notes after Ciaus e 4.2 make it clear that where the standard specifically 
requtres a
,.documented procedure", the procedure t "t io be 
established' documented' implemented afl
maintained. It also "."rifr"tl,," 
1nu, ,ft" "o*, of 
the Quality Management System (aMSl
ao"rrn.ntution may diffei from one organization to another 
due to:
. the size of organization and type of activities;
. the comp\exr( of processes andtheir inteiictions' and
o the comPetence ofPersonnel' - -
AllthedocumentsthatformpartoftheQMshavetotecontrolledinaccordance
4.2.3 of ISO 9001 :2008, or, for the particular ias" of 
r"cords, according to clause 4'2'4'
Guidance on Clause 4'2 of ISO 9001:2008
Thefollowi,,g**,n*.sareintendedtoassistusersoflsog00l:2008
the intent of the g"neril documentation requirements 
of the International Standard'
"l Documented 
statements of a quality policy and objectives:
. Require*"nt.-io,it" quahty p"riiv "* definei 
in clause 5'3 of ISo 9001:2008'
documented quality policy has to L controlled according to the requirements 
of c
4.2.3.
Not., Orgrnizations that are revising their quality 
policy- for
meet the imended requirements in ISO 9001:2008' 
should pay
4.2.3 (c), (d) and (g)'
. n.quii.*ents for'-quality objectives are defined in
documented quality objectives are also subject to
clause 4.2.3-
QualityManual: rr-- --i-i.-,,a ^nnrpnr fnr a nrrnlifv manual-. Clause 4.2.2 ofISO 9001:2008 specifies the minimum co te t j:: lo::lY,,TT-..
iffi l;i'r,i,l.iH oiirr. *u,our i, u a""irio" ror each organizatiott, and will depend
the organization's sizs .'r*t" ""a t?Tpl:,*iyl::::,:t9:::'::':rTll'.:*:t* 
to use
ffi;i;f#;'iH ;;il"* r;; il' i d; thai o r simprv do cumentin g the QMS
A small organization mav find it appropnate to illc,lua:]ry, *:::*L::,".i]:?,:ill';
t4
' i,i#i'i :,"-;,:'11ffii,Ti.ffi;;iil'il;mented procedures required bv the standard'
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Large, multi-national organizations may need several manuals at the global, national or
regional level, and a more complex hierarchy of documentation.
The quality manual is a document that has to be controlled in accordance with the
requirements of clause 4.2.3.
c) Documentedprocedures:
. ISO 9001:2008 specifically requires the organization to have "documented procedures" for
the following six activities:
4.2.3 Control of documents
4.2-4 Control of records
8.2.2lntemal audit
8.3 Control of nonconforming product
8.5.2 Corrective action
8.5.3 Preventive action
. These documented procedures have to be controlled in accordance with the requirements of
clause 4.2.3
. Some organizations may find it convenient to combine the procedure for several activities
into a single documented procedure (for example, corrective action and preventive action).
Others may choose to document a given activity by using more than one documented
procedure (for example, internal audits). Both are acceptable.
. Some organizations (particularly larger organizations, or those with more complex
processes) may require additional documented procedures (particularly those relating to
product realization processes) to implement an effective QMS.
. Other organizations may require additional procedures, but the size and/or culture of the
organization could enable these to be effectively implemented without necessarily being
documented. However, in order to demonstrate compliance with ISO 9001:2008, the
organization has to be able to provide objective evidence (not necessarily documented) that
its QMS has been effectively implemented.
d) Documents needed by the organization to ensure the effective planning, operation and
control of its processes:
. In order for an organization to demonstlate the effective implementation of its QMS, it
may be necessary to develop documents other than documented procedures. However, the
only documents specifically mentioned in ISO 9001:2008 are:
- Quality policy (clause 4.2.1.a)
- Quality objectives (clause 4.2.1.a)
- Quality manual (clause 4.2.1.b)
. There are several requirements of ISO 9001:2008 where ut organization could add value to
its QMS and demonstrate conformity by the preparation of other documents, even though
the standard does not specifically require them. Examples may include:
- Process maps, process flow charts and/or process descriptions
- Organization charts
- Specifications
- Work and/or test instructions
- Documents containing internal communications
- Production schedules
- Approved supplier lists
- Test and inspection plans
- Quality plans
. All such documents have to be controlled in accordance with the requirements of clause
4.2.3 andlor 4.2.4, as applicable
DISCUSSION
It is stressed that ISO 9001
a "system of documenls". Syllabus
ISSN:2085-1021
requires a "Documented quality management system ", and not
is considered as one of many important documents needed for
15
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the education institutions that are in the process of implementing a Quality Management System
and wish to meet the requirements of ISO 9001:2008. While the teaching and learriing is in its on
going process, syllabus will become an active document and be needed to control the teaching and
learning activity. In the other hand, while the teaching and learning for the semester is finish, the
syllabus will become a record document and an evaluation for the next syllabus design. The role of
syllabus as documentation required by ISO 9001:2008 and the clauses used for thJ reference are
shown in the table below:
Clause Record required
5.6.1 Management reviews
6.2.2 e\ Education, training, skills and experience
7.1 d) Evidence that
requirements
the realization processes and resulting product fulfil
7.2.2 Results of the review of requirements related to the proauct ano actions
arising from the review
7.3.2 Design and development inputs relating to product requirements
7.3.4 Resu ts of des grtg!! development reviews and any necessary actions
7.3.5 Resu ts of des gn and development verification and any necessary actioni
7.3.6 Resu ts of design and develgpment validation and any necessary actions
7.3.7 Resultsofthereviewofdesignanddevelop*entcha,,@
actions
7.4.1 Results of supplier
evaluations
evaluations and any necessary actions arising from the
7.s.2 d) As required by the orgdnization to demonstrate the vatioution or p.ocess"s
where the resulting output cannot be verified by subsequent monitoring or
measurement
7.5.3 The unique identification of the pro4uct, where tra"ffi
7.5.4 Customer properly that is lost, damag"d or otheffi
for use
7.6 a)
Basis used for calibration or verification of *easrring equiffit where no
international or national measurement standards exist
7.6
Validityofthepreviousmeasuringresultswhenthe@
found not to conform to requirements.
Results of calibration and verification of measurine equipment
8_2.2 Internal audit results q44!to!ow-up actions
8.2.4 Indication ofthe person(s) authorizing release of product
8.3
Nature of the product nonconformities
including concessions obtained
and any subsequent actions taken,
8.5.2 e) Results of corrective action
8.5.3 d) Results of preventive action
CONCLUSION
Syllabus as the document requirement for ISO 9001:2008 holds the important role for
education institution- Since the management quality system always ask a complete document as the
evidence. Therefore, syllabus documentation process should be observed and controlled by the
person who is in charge for this process, i.e. the head or the secretary of each department. It is
important to identify the process necessary for the effective implementation of the quality
management system, understanding the interactions between this process and document the piocess
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ENGLISH MASTERY OF STUDENTS OF
ENGIN EERING FAGULTY SRIWIJAYA UN IVERSITY
ACADEMIC YEAR 2A1OI2O11
Sofendi, M.A., Ph.D.
Program Studi Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris, Universitas Sriwiwjaya
Abstract: This study aims at finding out English mastery of students of Engineering Faculty
Sriwijaya University academic year 20101201 1. Research instrument was in the form of test given to
518 students. The result shows that the majority of students (79.54% or 412 students) still have a
problem to get the minimum score of TOEFL-like test as required by Engineering Faculty Sriwijaya
University. The Students' English mastery is relatively problematic if they just leam English based
on the curriculum or if they do not leam English at all during their formal lectures. This problem can
be overcome if students leam English independently during their lectures. TOEFL-like test scores
required by Engineering Faculty Sriwijaya University still needs to be improved in order to achieve
the demand of Sriwijaya University as a world class university in the future.
Keywords: TOEFL-like test, English
INTRODUCTION
nglish is one of the languages that has been widely accepted as an international language
various purposes. This means that English has been widely used as a means of communi
in various sectors of human life in the world. As a result, either directly or indirectly, English
been taught to many people in the world.
In Indonesia, English language teaching conducted in both formal and non-
education. Teaching English in the formal edr4cation sector was carried out starting
elementary school up to college. At this time, the status of English teaching in primary
(SD) is still an optional subject while the status of English teaching in junior high school (
and Senior High School (SMA) or Vocational School (SMK) is a compulsory subject. The status
English Teaching in college is different from the status of English teaching in elementary, j
high and high school / vocational school. The difference lies in the flexibility of the
language teaching itself. In college, English language instruction tailored to the needs of
department or study program at their respective colleges- Until recently, in the department or
progftrm in college, teaching English can be in the form of compulsory subjects or optional subj
Even there can be a department or study program that does not list English as subject to be tauglt
LITERATURE REVIEW
Sriwijaya University as one of the state universities in Indonesia also applies the
policy; whether English teaching is necessary or not depends on the existing majors and
programs. Engineering Faculty as one the faculties in Sriwijaya University implements English
one of the compulsory subjects in the Personality Development Course Group (MPK) for
Department of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and
Engineering. However, English is not taught to Architecture and Civil Engineering students.
credit for English in Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Chemical Engineering
2. While the credit for Mining Engineering Department is 6. The Distribution of English credits
be seen in Table I below.
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Sources: Handbook of Academic and Student Affairs Unsri, 20 I 0
Starting from the academic year 200612007, Sriwijaya University has implemented a policy
for all students accepted at Sriwijaya University that they must follow the TOEFL-like test. This
test is conducted by the Language Institute of Sriwijaya University before the first semester of
college starts. As the implementation of the national policy for English teaching and in order to
make the Sriwijaya University as an international university (world class university), starting from
the academic year 200912010 with decree No. 042AI9lDT.Kepl2009 dated June 10,2009 Rector of
Sriwijaya University requires all students of Sriwijaya University to have minimum standard of
English proficiency when they join their thesis exam at the end of their studies. This English
proficiency is measured by a TOEFL-like test conducted by the Institute of Languages University
of Sriwijaya (Unsri, 2009:27-28). The minimum TOEFL-like test scores based on the Decree of the
Rector of the University of Sriwijaya for all students FT Unsri starting form academic year
200912010 are presented in Table 2 below.
Table2. Minimum English Achievement Target of FT Unsri Students Starting liom academic year
200912010 using TOEFL-like test standard
Maior TOEFL Score






Sources: Hqndbook of Academic and Student Affairs Unsri, 2009:28
The minimum TOEFL-like test scores for all students in all majors in academic year
201012011 in Table 2 above are pre-elementary level for Electrical Engineering and Mechanical
Engineering, Elementary level for Chemical Engineering and Mining Engineering, and Pre-
intermediate level for Architectural Engineering and Civil Engineering (see Table 3 below). At this
level, students only have very limited ability to speak English (see the score description in Table 4).
Table 3. Level of English Ability Based on TOEFL- like Test Score








Post-advanced 526 - over
Sources: LB Unsri, 2009
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Table 4. The TOEFL-like test score Description
Score Descriotion
> 600 - Able to participate effectively in the official and unofficial conversations
about social and professional topics
- Able to use English clearly and naturally
- Can be understood by native speakers of Enelish
550-599 - Able to communicate well and effectively on specific topics of interest
- Able to communicate with confidence without any difficulty and participate
in almost all official and unofficial situations
- Sometimes the use of ineffective Enslish
500-549 - Able to communicate effectively limited to the specific topics of interest
- Able to communicate with confidence, but could lose the ability to
communicate in a distressed situation
4s0-499 - Able to initiate and maintain direct communication on topics that are already
known in advance
- Have limited competence, but able to communicate more in a state of
emerqencv
400-449 Able to speak about topics that he knew
Have limited competence
commit manv repetitions while communicating
350-399 - Only use the phrase remembered in an emergency siuation
- Can only make questions and brief statements
- have limited communication abilitv and often do repeatation
349 - very weak Enslish skills
Sources: Jahja, 2004
METHODOLOGY
Research method used in this study was descriptive method. Researcher wanted to describe
or depict the variable, namely the initial English-mastery of FT Unsri students academic year
2010/2011 and the English skills expected when they finish their studies at the FT Unsri. Samples
of this study were all students from all majors of S-1 FT Unsri Indralaya campus academic year
201012011. Population and sample were 518 students. The data were collected by conducting
TOEFL-like test for samples. The purpose of this test is to determine the samples'initial English
mastery level.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The results of 518 Engineering students TOEFL-like test performed before the first
semester courses academic year 2010/2011 begin can be seen in Table 5, 6 andT below.
Table 5: Summary of Students of Electrical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering Department
Engineering Faculty Sriwijaya University Campus Indralaya TOEFL-like Test Scores




Electrical Ensineerins 540 307 382 32 67
Mechanical Ensineerins 513 271 387 18 68
Averase 527 292 382
Number 50 135
Percentage 27.03 72.97
Overall Score Range 540-277
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Sriwijaya University Campus lndralaya TOEFL-like Test Scores




Chemical Ensineerins 527 347 391 20 84
Minins Ensineerins 517 1t') 395 20 88
Averase 522 310 393
Number 40 172
Percentage 18.87 8r.13
Overall Score Range 527-301
Table 7: Summary of Students of Architectural and Civil Engineering Department Engineering Faculty
Table 6: Summary of Students of Chemical and Mining Engineering Department Engineering Faculty
Based on the data in Table 5, it can be identified that the English ability of majority
students from all majors at FT Unsri (79.54% or 412 students) was below the minimum target
(TOEFL-like test of 400, 425, or 450). Only a small number of FT Unsri students reached or
exceeded the minimum target score of TOEFL-like test(20.46Yo or 106). In general, a very wide
range of score, for example between 277 (realbeginner) to 547 (post-advanced) suggests that the
early English achievement of FT Unsri Campus Indralaya students vary widely.
Judging from the average scores of the TOEFL-like test for 382, 393, and 387 , in general,
students FT Unsri Campus Indralaya relatively problematic to achieve the minimum TOEFL-like
test score required by the FT Unsri. This problem will appear at the end of their studies if they just
learn English through English classes defined in their majors curriculum (2 or 6 credits) or they do
not study at all during their formal lecture at FT Unsri. This problem can be overcome if they are
also learning English independently outside English courses in the curriculum specified in their
major, such as learning English through a variety of English courses in Palembang. This can be
done because they have about 4 to 7 years learn English before they take final exams.
Next, based on the average TOEFL-like test students (382, 393 , and 3 87) and TOEFL-like
test required by the FT Unsri (400,425, and 450), it is still far from the demands to be achieved by
Sriwijaya University as international university. This is due to the fact that in an international
university students must communicate well in English so that they, for example, can access a
variety of knowledge and skills in English, and follow the lectures delivered in English. This
condition will require a higher TOEFL-like test score, for example a minimum TOEFL-like test of
500 or advanced level. With TOEFL-like test of at least 500, students are expected to be able to
communicate, both orally and in writing.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Based on the above description it can be concluded that (1) the majority of students FT
Unsri Campus Indralaya academic year 2A1012011 in general have problem to achieve the
minimum TOEFL-like test score required by FT Unsri at the end of their studies if they only learn
English courses based on the curriculum offered by their majors or not learn English at all during
their formal learning, (2) the problem of student mastery of English language FT Unsri Campus
Sriwijaya University Campus Indralaya TOEFL-like Test Scores




Architectural En gineering 467 320 391 5 42
Civil Ensineerins 541 277 383 l1 105
Average 507 299 387
Number r6 105
Percentage 13.22 86.78
Overall Score Range 547-277
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Indralaya academic year 201012011 can be
English courses during their study at the
required by the FT Unsri currently need to
University as a world class university.
Thus, it is suggested that (1) FT student Unsri Campus Indralaya academic year 20l0l20ll
improve their English mastery through English classes based on the curriculum and through the
English language courses from the beginning of their studies so that the achievement of the
minimum TOEFL Test-like score required by the FT Unsri will not be an obstacle at the end of
their studies, and (2) FT Unsri expected to increase the minimum TOEFL-like test score to fit the
demands of Sriwijaya University as a world class university in the future.
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WHY AND HOW EXTENSIVE RE,ADING IS APPROPRIATE
IN THE CLASSROOM LEARNING?
Murwani Ujihanti
Jurusan Bahasa Inggris, Politeknik Negeri Sriwijaya
Abstract: Extensive reading is the beneficial activity for enhancing life-long learning. It develops
language competence by making use of language inputs drawn from extensive reading. Leaming
skills also increase as it strengthens comprehension, predicting, and analyzing skiils. If it i;
institutionalized policy it will be good practice for increasing leaming capabilities, not only leaming
language. This article presents the reasons why extensive reading is beneficial for boosting leaming
skills. It also completed by the suggested activities to be implemented in the class-room.
Keywords: Extensive reading, Classroom learning
INTRODUCTION
p xtensive reading has been suggested by many experts in the efforts of increasing reading
I-r capability. "Reading is central to the learning process" (Latha, lggg - p l2).It has close
relationship with how memory works. Memory is, one of facilities of learning, a process of several
steps (Christison, 2002 - p 4), they are processes of stimuli, short-term *"*b.y, thinking and
processing information. Then the information is stored in long-term memory. These memories can
be elicited by using procedural pathway, emotion, and semantic memory.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Procedural memory is beneficial for repeated actions. These actions are enhanced by drilling or
repeating actions and words to get automation" This capability depends merely on the frequenry of
drilling and training. The more we drill the better competence will be mastered.
Emotion is the paramount device to remember events. Positive emotional experience in the
classrooms will trigger out memory easily. It means enjoyable atmosphere in the ciassroom helps
students to learn more effectively.
Semantic memory is the most crucial pathway in the second and foreign language learning.
This pathway is useful for leaming new vocabulary, grammar rules, or .*hiUlt language
performance.
Furthermore, our five senses are also play important role in retrieving
select information and the process it to be stored as information in our mind.
might be, in the speed of light.
Thus the application in the classroom learning might be better to understand how students
learn. Teachers can create multitasking jobs, fear-free atmosphere, meaningful activities, personal
service for the students, tactile/ hands-on activities, and sustainable learning. These activities are
favorable for propelling learning process.
It has been explained that reading and learning process can be accommodated. Thus the
discussion is about the role of extensive reading and suggested practical activities during reading
class.
METHOD
The discussion will be focused on the role of extensive reading in language






* The role of extensive reading in language learning'
Many studies have shown that reading 
can have a beneficial effecton second 
language learning' but
relatively few of these h,,. fo",,"a on ,"t",,i,* 
,"uai,g in classroom environments over a 
period
of time ( At-Homoud, F. 2009). Thl j+;.tpt,"r-i"ri* 
will provide the explanation of whv
"*"".i"" *ading is 
beneficial to intensifr LZleaming'
1. Extensive Reading provides immense input'
Reading materials intensify second language 
acquisition process of the learners because they
provide language exposure, interesting *ut"iiuf*, and relax 
iearning atmosphere' Second language
acquisition pro""rr'irit. process "i f""*i"g 
uOaitionut language after.]earnels acquired their
mother tongue (Ellis, 1989, p 5). In this pro"".i, language "*polut" 
it significant factor in attaining
second language. These exposures -" ,utuu'ut. lrpit, for the 
learners in mastering second
language comPetil"tlrr"r, 
are interesting for the learners for the reason of 
learners have freedom in
choosing tt "i. 
rurorit" reading topics' wn"n learners hook on this kind 
of reading' they will do
.adventurous experience' during their reading activities' In this stage' 
they encounter with the
second language exposure that are "rt 
lUit.J Oiting the reading p'o"t*' Since the reading material
is interesting, the new and various language exposures "o:n 
U" absorbed in positive mental
condition. That makes learning process is effective'
It might be another ..uoi,,g mate,iat advantage because 
learners leam language in their
pace. It means they are more relaxed i, p,ott"ing andlntemalizing 
the language input supplied by
the text of reading material. so during their learning 
process' the aimosphere is tension-free which
is conducive for learning (Christison, ZOOZI' This is-good 
to accommodate the storage of long-term
memory process'
2. Extensive Reading propels language competence'
Reading activities, especially readinga^loud, facilitate'"g-t: in 
automaticity of word recognition'
decoding the symbols (Grabe, rqqr::qijiJ (Par1n, 1996:30), and drilling 
word pronunciation'
Word acknowledgment and detecting ihe symbol is one way 
of comprehending reading text
through uotto*-l}i p.o"ess' Usually, it is applied to train novice readers'
3. Vocabulary building gained by extensive reading
According to Nagy and Herman (1987) the great part of vocabulary 
inventory gained from reading'
This capability is acquired through rilJ;;;i;j. Ext"nrire reading has great possibility 
to assist
learners in acquiring vocabulary. By having many experiences 
in creating meaning through many
and various reading materials, t.u*"r, g.i .urv examples of applying the new 
vocabulary in
authenticmaterials.Thesearegreatvocabularyinputsforthelearners.
fn. forrr-t"rrning stimds lmeaninj-focused input, meaning-focused output' language-
focused learning, and fluency otu"toprn"nt)i suggested ioy Nation ' 2006 - provide a 
structure by
which to integrate intentional and incidental llocabulary learning- $otb-"n 
Schmitt, 2008)'
Meaning-focused input is the activity that focused on acquiring 'otubulury 
through listening and
reading. It will *ort u.rt when there is about 95o/o coverage' Too many unknown 
words will make
readeri find difficulty in comprehending the reading passage'
4. Extensive reading strengthens earlier learned language'
The previously learned language stored in the memory is 
potentially reinforced and recombined by
reading texts. The reading text provides stimuli to ihe l.u*"r, for recycling 
the stored leamed
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5. Confidence building increased by extensive reading'
Traditionally reading activities in the classrooms exploit 
short reading texts' Sometimes the content
ofreadingtextdoesnotcaterforstudentneed.Whereas,EFLstudentsrequirereadinglongertexts
or even textbooks in their study field ,o ,toay ,titt i, a need' Extensive 
reading is able to assist
learners being confidence in comprehending longer 
texts'
6. Extensive reading develops prediction skills'
prediction skill is part of comprehension skill that is a blend of readers' 
prior knowledge'
information p."r"nt"J in the text, and the use of context to 
assist recognition of words and
meaning. These can be acquired by extensive reading' 
Elley and Maghubai in 1981 did a research
inFijiaboutextensivereading.Theresultshowedthatextensivereadingincreasedreading
proficiency *o g"n"rur iurgrug" pror"i"r"y including -listening & writing' 
Prediction skill is
important in understanding th'e reaging t"*i. iiir supportJd by the iesearch done 
by Nishono' 2007'
It was reported trrx exien"sive readin[ increases ,"uairg strategies 
and motivation' If we examine
the consistency of the research finding i" ;i;; duratio-n of time' it can be assumed 
that extensive
,.uOi"g is beneficial in developing prediction skills'
7. Extensive reading motivates learners to read'
The frequencies of reading activities make learners have 
strong motivation in reading' Grabe' 1991
argued that "students r""ito read extensively. Longei concentrated periods 
of silent reading build
vocabulary and structural awarener., d.r"lop aitomaticity, enhance 
background knowledge'
improve comprehension skills and promote "orrhd.n"" 
and motivation-" (p. 396)' This engagement
makes readers motivate in comprehending reading text.-Language 
expose encountered by readers
will sharpen the readers to acknowledge iocabulary and sentenci 
structure' By extensive reading'
students are trained in subtle way to develof auto*i':i? by rilbking use of 
background knowledge
that is useful for improving comprehension skills. This 
process witt enO up strengthening self-
confidence. rinallv,lil" dire'ct effect is the readers become highly motivated 
learners'
* Suggested learning activities'
Considering the potential power within reading activities, EFL 
teachers have great chance to make
use of these activities to boost the student English competence'
IMPLEMENTATION
Inclassroomimplementation,therearepossibleactionsthatcanbecarriedouttoenhancelearning.
Basically these suggested activities are activating student 
participation, creating enjoyable learning
atmosptrere, and promoting risk-taking action'
1. Maximize learners involvement
Handoyo Puji widodo. 2010, stated that extensive reading 
can empower students to be fluent
readers who draw connections between reading and their 
own lives and' in the process' make new
information a partof tn"i, own knowleag" oti"t'"mata' Students' 
involvement is a good way to
enhance learning process. In this activity ltuaents-are-able 
to explore their capability and perform it
to the class. ff,"V'u*1[e active participation durrlq learning process 
in the classroom'
Students can show that they J." ,r"""s'fu-l in catching the main 
idea' That is the basic
capability of reading comprehension. Then, they are instructed 
ti compare the reading content with
the reality in their daily life. Further "tug" 
i, ihe ability to discuss the new information from the
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reading content based on their schemata. The ultimate ability is analyzing the author ideas based on
the syntax and semantic point of view.
2. "Reader interyiew" activity
This activity is to'elicit the dormant knowledge of the students. In this activity teacher can use
interview technique to get oral expression of their opinions. The questions are directed to the
definition of what reading is and the advantages of reading, and how good readers do when
reading. Suggested questions are:
* What is your definition of reading?
* What do people do when they read?
* When you're reading and you come to a word or something or you don't know what do you do?
Do you do anything else?
* Who is a good reader that you know?
* What makes him and her good readers?
* Do you think that they ever come to a word in a story that he/she doesn't know when they are
reading? Yes- when they come to a word they don't know, what do you think they do?* If you knew someone was having trouble reading, what do you think you would do to help them?*Would you do anything else?
*How did you learn to read? If someone helped you, what did he/she do?
*What would you like to do better as a reader?
xWhat do you think you can do to better yourself as a reader?
*Do you read for pleasure every day?
*How often and how long do you read for pleasure?
3. Reading aloud activity
Reading aloud helps your students develop the language skills that they will use in school and
throughout their lives. Reading to young children promotes language acquisition and literacy
development and, later on, achievement in reading comprehension and overall success in school.
The percentage of young children read aloud daily by a family member is one indicator of how
well young children are prepared for school. In particular, a mother's education is consistently
related to whether or not children are read to by a family member.
Children in families with incomes below the poverty line are less likely to be read aloud to
every day than are children in families with incomes at or above the poverty line. Thirty-eight
percent of children in families in poverty were read to every day in t99q, down from 46 p"i"*rii,
1996, compared with 58 percent of children in families at or above the poverty line, which is down
from 61 percent in 1996. (Source: Famity Reading. NCES Fast Facts. National Center for
Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Education.)
4. Studentpresentations
Paraphrasing is restating or explaining ideas in your own words while retaining the meaning and
ideas in the original selection. Retelling captures all of the main ideas with mosi of the supporting
details. Paraphrasing helps young readers check their own comprehension. These are suggested
questions for promoting students presentation.
* How can you put these facts into your own words?
* Which words capture the main ideas from this selection? How can you use the list of key words
to make your own fact statements?
* If you wrote the key ideas as a grocery list, how would you compact the text? Which items are
essential to the list? Which items can be omitted?
I What was your purpose for reading? Which details matched your goals? Which details were
irrelevant to your purposes for reading the article?
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* What questions did you want answered in the text? What answers were revealed?
5. Maintain positive atmosPhere
Student behavior can make or break the environment in a classroom. No matter how much effort a
teacher puts into lesson planning, poor student behavior can ruin everything, pulling teacher
attentionfrom the objectives, and Ai*rting student attention, as well. For the teacher, this is one of
the most draining elements of the profession. Rather than be consumed with correcting
misbehavior, a tretpru strategy for maintaining a positive classroom environment is to recognize
and reward good behavior.
positive reinforcement is preferable, in that it promotes a positive learning atmosphere.
Although serious discipline issues must be dealt with and negative reinforcement seems inevitable,
emphasis on positive response to good behavior helps to promote further instances of good
behavior. Howeveq pos'itive reinforcement must be meaningful, or it will have negative
repercussions.
To maintain positive learning atmosphere teachers can give reward. One of the is material
rewards. Many teachlrs use material goods as rewards for good behavior. It may be as simple as
stickers, p"r"il*, or other inexpensive, but fun and attractive, items. Used with great discretion,
this can be a part of rewarding good behavior. However, the danger in overusing this strategy is
developing a mentality of entitliment in the students. If materials are tied to behavior, and the
studeni sees the seleciion of choices as uninteresting or unnecessary, there is a likely possibility
that the desired behavior will be exchanged for poor behavior. Don't jelly bean your students to
death, in other words. Make prizes for behavior a rare tool'
Reward can also be ln the form of certificate. Periodic recognition of students for good
behavior can assist in maintaining a positive atmosphere. A weekly recognition of "outstanding
citizen, in the class, with a relevant certificate, works as an inexpensive reinforcement of good
behavior.
Another technique for maintaining positive learning atmosphere is Leadership Roles.
Recognizing good behavior in the classroom can happen via the assigning of leadership roles- A
student who exhibits respect, for example, might be assigne&to help with the lunch count for the
next week. If the leaderihip position is desirable, it is more likely to elicit appropriate behavior. If
it's a despised leadership role being offered, it will not result in improved behavior.
Teachers can alio communicate with parents. One of the most effective ways of reinforcing
good behavior is communicating with a student's parents. This may be a note to be hand carried by
ihe student. It may be sent by mail. A teacher might want to take the time to call the parent, and
follow up by letting the student in question know that the parent was called, and why' Teacher
contact with parents is too often associated with negative behaviors, or poor grades- Teacher
initiated contact over good behavior takes most parents and students by surprise. Making this a
regular practice can add significantly to a positive classroom experience.
Setting up Cooperative Learning Groups is recommended. An essential element of
cooperative learning activities is the emphasis on group behaviors. When students work together
on an activity, interactions may be unpredictable. In explaining the activity to students, a teacher
will generally indicate which social skills are going to be noticed. For example, on a given day, the
teachler may be observing good manners. While the activity is in progress, the teacher will be
commenting aloud as the desired behavior is observed. "Group X is doing a nice job of using good
manners in discussing the passage." The behavior is reinforced through casual, positive
commentary.
Classroom Management is also key point in creating positive learning atmosphere. In a
classroom setting, a student's name is more often used in a negative context. This puts students on
alert, when they hear their names, that they are being observed for something bad' A teacher can
remove this stigma by making it a practice to use student names in a positive context- Making an
effort to includi the student's name in a positive context is a simple way to reward, or reinforce,
good behavior. Praise is an effective tool, but make sure that it is valid, not manufactured just to
make a student "feel good".
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Extrinsic motivation is an effective tool for rewarding behaviors, but its overuse can dilute
its impact. The goal in educating students is to move from the need for extrinsic motivation, to the
prevalence of intrinsically motivated good behavior. Keeping the material motivations limited, and
using a good mix of praise, earned responsibilities, and parent communications, a teacher can
reward good behavior in such a way that students and class move toward a more frequent display
of those desired behaviors.
6. Making use of audio-video materials
Audio materials encompass examples of pronunciation, tone, pitch, and speed that are
advantageous in encouraging reading comprehension. Students have both reading text and then
listen to the audio materials. It means students have exposure to the correct pronunciation of the
words written in the text. Acquiring the right pronunciation make students realize that different
pronunciation resulted in the meaning change.
Video materials, in this discussion, mean audio -visual materials. This teaching aid makes students
much easier to comprehend reading material. Pictures and sounds presented in the video both
creating intense learning atmosphere and speed up comprehension. Pictures are much more
effective than word explanation.
7. Discourage using dictionary excessively
A study was conducted in order to determine the usefulness of an American college desk dictionary
(a monolingual English dictionary for native-speakers) used by English as a Second Language
(ESL) students when taking a vocabulary. test. Seventy-four advanced ESL learners were selected
from sections of an English composition course for international students. The sfudents were
divided into three experimental groups. Group 1 selected equivalents for a test item on a multiple-
choice test by using only the monolingual English dictionary. Group 2 read a short story that
included the tested vocabulary; after reading the story, Group 2 took the same multiple-choice test
without the aid of any dictionary. Group 3 read the short story with the tested vocabulary and used
the monolingual English dictionary while taking-the same multiple-choice test. A statistically
significant difference in the test scores was found between Group 3 and the other two groups,
indicating that dictionary use that supplements the use of contextual cues is beneficial. No
statistical difference was found between Groups 1 and 2, indicating that dictionary use without a
supporting discursive context provides no measurable advantage over inferring or guessing the
meaning of a word within a written discourse.
A review of the relevant literature concerning second language dictionary use while
reading suggests that selective dictionary use may lead to improved comprehension and efficient
vocabulary development. This study aims to examine the dictionary use of Japanese university
students to determine just how selective they are when reading nonfiction English texts for general
comprehension. The findings suggest that high-intermediate and advanced learners are often
selective when considering whether to look up h word. However, a third of the participants in this
study were judged to have used the dictionary excessively. In addition, a quarter of the words
looked up in the study were neither essential to the articles' main points nor frequent or useful
words, according to corpus research. It is concluded that some leamers might benefit from training
in selective dictionary use.
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions that might be able to be drawn are extensive reading:
1. develops language competence as the readers get enormous language exposure. It enables
the learners to acquire language inputs from their reading.
2. improve learning skills since extensive reading is the beneficial activities to enhance
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3. can be institutionalized policy for it is good practice for increasing learning capabilities,
not only learning language.
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IMPROVING LEARNER'S READING SKILL THROUGH ADVERTISEMENT
Zulkifli
Jurusan Bahasa Inggris, Politeknik Negeri Sriwijaya
Abstract: People do different things with their language and they expect to achieve alarge number
of different aims and purposes by talking and writing, and by listening and reading ltiattiaay A
Hasan, 1989:16). In a reading classroom, teachers need to provide the learners ,"a-irrg exercises
related to implicit message of the text. Thus, they would require more critical reading *a tni*ing
than just comprehension for factual questions. In this case, the use of authentic materials - that is
materials, which are not specifically designed for pedagogical purposes - would be advisable to
improve leamer's reqding skills. The pupose of using authentic reading materials is to give leamers
the skill to cope with the think they might need to interpret in their .eat tife reading. Tire authentic
reading materials selected here are advertisements on billboards that are displayed in strategic places
in the city. There are some steps teachers need to consider if they want to use advertisements as
reading materials. First, they should introduce that the meaning of an advertisement is not something
there, statically inside an advertisement, waiting to be 'revealed' by a 'correct' interpretationl
Second, they should train the learners to get the implicit as well as an explicit meaning of the verbal
texts in the advertisements. Conceming implicit (intended) meaning, train them to use the three
features of context of situation. Thus using advertisement as reading materials would improve their
learners' language knowledge as well as reading skill the explicit and implicit meaning oia reading
text.
Keyrvords: authentic, discourse, explicit, implicit
INTRODUCTION
p eonle who wish to learn a foreign language mqy have a greatnumber of reasons for doing so.I they expect to achieve a large number of different aims and purposes by speaking and writing ,
and by listening and reading (Halliday &Hasan, 1989:16). Reading ir on" of the skilli that plays an
important role in acquiring knowledge. Learners have been highly motivated to imprwe their
reading skill through many kinds of reading materials. How ever, in their real Iife situations they
still find problems when they have to read the target language. One of the problems faced by
student is they often fail to comprehend an article in magazine, newspaper or when they have tL
read the science book because they are not specifically designed for teaching reading materials.
it is what the students find in their real life acti purpose of using it is to expose the
learners to language in real use. ltrF
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK ff,S' ''
Authentic materials can be taken from 
"ti"tsso.WsFfti€" itpy refer to.. materials such asnewspaper articles, brochures, train ticketsflettfp3dQgsEments, recording of the news, airport
announcements, et cetera, which were origi I gpuations and were not designed for
use in language teaching" (Tomlinson in cu1iltqffifii5ffil:81). In other words, authenticity
means that nothing of the original text is changed and-ilso that its presentation and layout are
retained- Therefore, since the authentic reading materials are taken from real life reading with real
life language, they would be more interesting materials for the learners compared to designed
reading materials.
One of the advantages of using authentic reading materials is that learners would also learn
about the target culture of the second language because the materials contain "the authentic cultural
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information about the target culture" (Richard, 2001:252\. Due to this matter, the use of authentic
materials is this article is specified to the use of written advertisement in reading class.
Written advertisement could be good authentic reading for some reasons. First, the
advertisements are easy to find and learners are often encountered or even confronted with
advertisements in their daily life. Therefore, they will be familiar with selected advertisements that
will be discussed in class. Second, advertisements contain verbal and non - verbal text so that it
will be interesting to read them besides it may create a fruitful learning atmosphere for the learners.
Third, advertisements contain the expression of culture because advertising reflect the way people
think, how they relate each other, how they live, eat, relax, and enjoy themselves. This shows that
learning a language cannot be separated from leaming its culture so that this will also widen the
learners understanding about the target language. Forth, advertising language is "loaded language',
(Dyer, 1996:139) since its primary aim is to athact people's attention and dispose them towards the
product on offer. When the copywriter chose a word, they do more than name an object, person or
situation. they also convey feelings about what they are describing. What they feel or their attitude
towards what they describe is an important part of meaning. This means that learners cannot
depend only on the words explicitly used in the advertisements but they should be able to reveal
what reveal what lies behind the text and it is usually called the intended meaning. Therefore,
written advertisements could be good reading materials to train learners to think critically to reveal
the hidden message.
When teachers have decided to use written advertisements as their authentic reading
materials, they need to choose the suitable advertisements based on the learners level of language
mastery. It is important for the teachers to know that advertisements can be classified into three
categories namely compound, complex, and sophisticated advertisements (Dyer, 1982:88).
Compound advertisements contain information, but it relies on picture to do the persuading, while
the facts are left to the copy. For example, in some fashion advertisements in women's magazines,
the name of the store, the address, the telephone number, the brand of the garment might6 be listed
alongside a drawing or photo of it. If there is a headline or a caption, it is of a semi-technical nature
such as 'New Spring from Guess'. The word "nelv" might be regarded as persuasive rather than
informative but the real persuasion comes in the picture, which is usually featuring attractive-
looking models or an 'artistic' modernist line drawing of a pencil slim and elegant woman. In a
compound advertisement, the advertiser is obviously hoping that the reader will associate the
product with the total impression - garment with model.
Complex advertisements usually concentrate on the presentation of luxury and status; the
background takes over, the product merges into it. The visual and vernal imagery evoke the status
feelings associated with money, wealth, elegance, luxury and the public display of these things. For
example, in most advertising for expensive consumer durable - carpets, bedroom suites, et cetera -it is the oimage'created by the combination of commentary and photography that is selling point,
not the specific carpet or site. At first glance, it is sometimes hard to see what precisely is teing
offered because the product is buried in the total image created.
Sophisticated advertisements are extensions of the complex advertisements. they usually
explore hidden or subconscious feelings; subtle associations are made between products and
situations. Sophisticated advertisements imply what copywriter's intended meaning is. Different
'read' and 'interpret' advertising text in different ways. This type of advertisements witt challenge
the learners to bring out the hidden meanings.
METHOI)
There are some possible stages suggested when teachers want to use the sophisticated type of
advertisements as their authentic reading materials. First, introduce the learners with the tanguage
of advertising claims and the language style used in the advertisements. Second, describe the
context of situation of the advertisements as suggested by Halliday & Hasan (1989:12) and the
third, describe the possible intended meanings of the advertisements.
The first stage teachers should do is introducing the language of advertising claims and
the language style. The simplest and most direct way to study advertisements is through an
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analysis of the advertising claims. The "claim" is the verbal or print part of an advertisement that
makes some claim, leamers should be able recognize those that are misleading and accept as usefill
information those that are true. A few of these claims are downright lies; some are honest
statements about truly superior product, but most fit into category of neither bold lies nor helpful
consumer information. They balance on the narrow line between truth and falsehood by a careful
choice of word.
Eschholz et al. suggests that there are ten basic claims in language advertisements
(1992:180). The first is "the weasel claim". A weasel word is a modifier that practically negates
the claim that follows. The expression "weasel word" is named after the egg-eating habits of
weasels. A weasel will suck out the inside of an egg, leaving it appear intact to the casual observer.
Upon examination, the egg is discovered to be hollow. Words or claims that appear substantial
upon first look but disintegrate into hollow meaninglessness on analysis are weasels. In other
words, weasel words seem to say something, but on fact they say the opposite or nothing at all.
Some examples of weasels words are "helps, like, virtual or virtually, acts or works, can be, up to,
as much as, refreshes, comfort, tackles, fights, come on, the feel of the look of, looks like,
fortified, enriched, and strengthened" (Eschholz.,1990:78I). For example :
* "Helps control dandruffsymptoms with regular use."
The weasel words are "helps control" and possibly even "symptom" and "regular use".
The claim is not "stops dandruff'
The second Claims is "unfinished claim". it is one in which the advertisements claims the
product is better, or has more of something, but does not finish the comparison (p. 181). Some
examples are:
* "Super gloss does it with more color, more shine, more sizzle, more!" (More what?)
a "Coffee-mate gives coffee more body, more flavor" (weasels: "body and flavor")
* "You can be sure if it's Westinghouse." (Sure of what?)
* 'oMagnavox gives you more." (More what?)
The third claim is "we're different ad unique claim". The kind of claim states that there is
nothing else quite like the product being advertised and it is supposed to be interpreted by readers
as a claim to superiority (p.182). Some examples are:
n "There's no other mascara like it."
* "Either way, liquid or spray, there's nothing else like it-"
The forth claim is "water is wet claim". It says something about the product that is true for
any brand in that product category. The claim is usually a statement of fact, but not a real
advantage over the competition (p. 182). Some examples are:
* "Mobil: the detergent Gasoline." (Any gasoline acts as a cleaning agent)
* "Great Lash greatly increases the diameter of every lash.,,
* "SKIN smells differently on everyone." (As do many perfumes)
The fifth claim is "so what claim". This is the kind of claim to which careful reader will react
by saying "so what?" (p.183). the claim made is true but does not give a real advantage to the
product. It is similar to the '\ruater is wet" claim expect that it claims an advantage, which is not
shared by most of the other brands in the product category. Some examples are:
* Strong enough for a man but made for a woman." (This deodorant claim says only that the
product is aimed at the female market)
{. "campbell's gives you tasty pieces of chicken and not one but two chicken stocks." (Does
the presence of stocks improve the taste?)
The sixth claim is "vague claim". It means simply not clear. The key to the vague claim is the
use of words that are colorful but meaningless, as well as the use of subjective and emotional
opinions that deff verification and most contain weasels (p.183). Some examples are:
* "Lips have never looked so luscious." (Can you imagine trying to either prove or disprove
such a claim?)
* "Winston tastes good like a cigarette should."
* "Lipsavers are fun - they taste good, smell good and fell good.,,
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The seventh claim is "endorsement or testimonial claim". A celebrity or authority appears
in an advertisement to lend his/her stellar qualities to the product. Sometimes the people will
actually claim to use the product, but very often the don't (p'184). Some examples are:
* "Joan Fontaine throws a shot-in-the-dark party and her friends learn a thing or two."
* '.Darling, have you discovered Masterpiece? The most exciting men I know are smoking
it".
The eight Claim is "scientific or statistical claim". This kind of advertisement uses some
sort of scientific proof or experiment, very specific numbers, or an impressive sounding mystery
ingredient (p.184). Some examples are:
* *Wonder Break hetpJ buitd strong bodies 12 ways-" (the use of number 12 makes the
claim far more believable than if it were taken out)
, ,.Easy-Off has 33o/o more cleaning power than another popular brand." ("Another popular
brand" often translates as some other kind of oven cleaner sold somewhere).
* .,Special Morning -33%more nutrition." (it is also an unfinished claim)
The ninth claim is "compliment the consumer claim". It is a claim that butters up the
consumer by some form of flattery (p.185). Some examples are:
i. "We think a cigar smoker is someone special."
* "If what you do is right, no matter what others do, then RC Cola is right for you."
* "You pride yourself on your home cooking.. .."
The tenth claim is "'rhetorical question claim." This claim demands a response from the
audience. A question is asked and the viewer or listener is supposed to answer in such a way as to
affirm the product's goodness (p.185). Some examples are:
* "Plymouth - isn't that the kind of car America wants?"
t' "shouldn't your family be drinking Hawaiian Punch?"
* "What do you want most from coffee? That's what you get most from Hills."
Besides introducing the ten claims of language advertising above, teachers should also
introduce the language style found in advertisement will help the learners find the intended
meaning. Teachers should realize that copywriters (adverstisers) consider themselves as word
mechanics-skilled professionals with a fondness for wordq. They must be imaginative, and still,
their writing must be succinct and eye-catching. They are good writers, even though some of their
vocabulary and structures maybe somewhat unconventional. After all, their job is to attract the
reader. If their advertisement is grammatically perfect but lacks fire and vitality, readers will not be
interested and the product will not sell. Copywriters usually use simple words, short sentences,
catchy phrases, and apt comparisons. The language style used in advertisement is informal in the
sense that pop words of a certain dialect are mostly used since usually those words are very popular
in the society.
The second stage teachers should do is motivating learners to find the explicit and
implicit meaning or intended meaning of the advertisements. After discussing the explicit
**ring, teachers could challenge learners to find the meaning lies behind it by discussing the
three features of context of situation suggested by Halliday & Hasan (1989:12). It will be used to
interpret the social context of a text (written advertisement), the environment in which meanings
are being exchanged.
t The field of Discourse refers to what is happening, to the nature of the social action that
is taking place: What is that the participants are engaged in, in which the language
figures as some essential component?
{. The Tenor of Discourse refers to who is taking part, to the nature of the participants,
their status and roles: What kind of rote relationship obtain among tile participants,
including permanent and temporary relationships of one kind or another, both the types
of speech role that they are taking on in the dialogue and the whole cluster of socially
significant relationships in which they are involved?
* The Mode of Discourse refers to what part the language is playing, what it is that the
participants are expecting the language to do for them in that situation: the symbolic
organization of the text, the status that it has, and its function in the context, including
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the channel (is it spoken or written or some combination of the two?) and also the
rhetorical mode, what is being achieved by the text in terms of such categories as
persuasive, expository, didactic, and the like.
The third stage is motivating learners to get the possible intended meaning revealed
from the discussion of the context of situation. Probably it will be difficult lor the learners to
do this stage. A possible way is to choose an Indonesian advertisement as an exercise but the
discussion sin comprehending the culture of the target language. While within Indonesian
advertisement, the only barrier left lies in learners' language mastery since the discussion should
be conducted in the target language.
DISCUSSION
In the classroom, teachers can implement the three stages above into "pre-reading, whilst-reading
and post-reading" (Tupan, 1994:6). In pre-reading section, teachers can do the first stage, which
is introducing the language of advertising claims and language style to the learners. In whilst-
reading, teachers can ask learners to read the advertisement and identi$r the weasel words. After
that teachers could also ask the students to comment on the language style used in the
advertisement. In whilst-reading section, teachers could stimulate learners to find the explicit
meaning and the implicit meaning. In post-reading, teachers could challenge learners to read
other advertisements by implementing the suggested stages. It is advisable that they choose the
advertisements on their own. Two examples of Indonesian advertisements are given as authentic
reading materials. Later teachers could select English advertisements that are suitable with
learners'mastery of the target language.
1. KALO NGGAK DIBERSIHIN, KUTU BUSUKNYA NGAK BAKALAN PERGI
"If it is not cleaned up, the bugs will not go!"
a. Description
The advertisement is written in an imperative statement that implies a warning. The
subject in the advertisement is omitted so qqtually if should be read this way:
Kolo Kursinya Nggak Dibersihin, Kutu Busuknya Nggak Bakalan pergi!
"If it is not cleaned up, the bugs will not go!"
The language style used is informal and it can be seen from the use of the words ,Kalo'
instead of "Kalau" (tfl, -Nggak'instead of 'Tidak' (No), and 'Bakal'instead of 'Akan'
(will). Besides, it also uses Jakartanese dialect, a dialect, which is widely used by
youngsters even though they do not settle injakarta. This can be seen from the suffixes /-
in/ and l-anl in the words 'Dibersihin' (cleaned up) and 'Bakalan' (will). It has a broken
armchair; an armchair with many holes on it, as a symbol and it substitutes the subject.
An armchair is supposed to be a comfortable seat but it is no longer a comfortable one
when it is broken.
b. Context of situation
(l) Field: A warning to the society
When this advertisement was issued, political parties in Indonesia were having
campaign for general election. At that time, each political party has its own way to
win the election. Many of them used 'dirty' trick to reach their goal and win the
election. The word "Kutlt Busuk" (bugs) refers to any politicians who used 'dirt, '
tricks to win the general election.
(2) Tenor: The participants are the authority to society especially the young people. The
youngsters are expected to have an ability to clean up the 'dirt ' politicians from any
political parties so that the election can run smoothly.
(3) Mode: The advertisement is written on billboards displayed in strategic places in the
city and published in any printed media to be widely informed and understood by the
society. It functions to educate the society by challenging them to act bravely towards
any mistakes happen in their surrounding.
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c. Intended Meaning
The copywriter wants to warn the society about the danger of 'dirty' politicians. It uses
an armchair that symbolizes a seat in the House of Parliament and the armchair is broken
because of too many bugs on it. There was a political condition in which key members of
a certain political party left their party for becoming VIP members of another pafiy.
Besides that, senior members of a 'grass root' political pafi quitted from their party
because the new members, who had just joined their party, were listened more compared
to theirs. They even influence the political decision due to political strategy in the
general election campaign. The possible intended meaning of the advertisement is that if
'dirty'politicians sit as members of parliament, they will not represent the society
especially young people. If this happens, youngsters will let their votes wasted. It implies
that,A mild cigarettehas a good quality of tobacco since it is free from tobacco bugs.
This might also reveal an impression that smoking ; A mild cigarette is harmless for
someone's health since the word 'mild' itself means 'light' in nicotine. Therefore, A mild
cigarette offers good quality of tobacco and light nicotine. In other words, people can
continue smoking this cigarette brand, as it is harmless for their health.
2. JANGAN CUMA BISA MANAS-MANASIN DOANGI
"Be not only capable to provoke!"
a. Description
The advertisement is written in an imperative statement that implies a challenge. The
language style used is informal and it can be seen from the use of the words "Cuma"
instead of "Hanya" (only) and "doing" instead of "Saja" (nothing else than). It uses the
suffix l-inl in the word 'Manas-Manasin " (to provoke) which is one of Jakartanese
dialect characteristics. The advertisement has a 'wok' as a symbol. A wok is an ordinary
kitchen utensil that has two major functions, which are to fry something/cook
something and to warrn a meal. Whatever it is, a wok is used to make what is on it
become warm/hot.
b. Context of situation
(1) Field: A warning to political commentators
When the advertisement was issued, many political commentator's often gave their
comments that could provoke a certain political party. The word, 'Manas-Manasin '
refers to the function of a wok that is to make something hot and figuratively, it means 'to
provoke'-
(2) Tenor: The participants are the authority to political commentators. The job of political
commentators is to give an objective opinion about what they have been observing so far
but not to create a chaotic situation by provoking a certain political party against each
other.
(3) Mode: The advertisement is written on billboards displayed in strategic places in the city,
published on any printed media to be widely informed and understood by the society. It
functions to educate the society by challenging any political comentator's to be brave and
objective in giving their opinion.
c. Intended meaning
The copywriter wants to warn any political commentators to be careful in giving their
opinion. It is widely known that not all members of political parties are well educated. The
society of this country is multiethnic, multiracial, and multireligious. Therefore the society is
easily provoked by factors of ethnic, race, and religion. The possible intended meaning of the
advertisement is that the copywriter warns the political commentators not to provoke the
society but to propose a peaceful political condition. It implies that A Mild Cigarette
Company wants to wam its competitors to be objective in claiming that their products have
as low nicotine as ; A Milds If not they can be sued for being cheaters.
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